INTRODUCING THE

1200 FESTIVAL
SYSTEM
Based on our 1200 FESTIVAL Grillmaster BBQ/Grill we can offer a range of options
to ensure you have exactly what you need for your business. From the standard 1200
Festival, with its hugely powerful capability of 1200 Burgers Per Hour (BPH), we now
offer conversion kits that provide a food prep and store facility that can be converted
back to a fully bespoke food trailer. There are many combination options right up to
our fully fitted, fully autonomous coffee trailer, the COFFEEMASTER 400.
Whatever your outdoor catering need is, we have a solution for you!

Standard 1200 FESTIVAL
with huge grilling capacity

Our all new fully fitted
COFFEEMASTER 400

PREP ‘N’ STORE
CONVERSION KIT

BESPOKE FIT OUT
If you need more than the conversion kit, we can fit out a 1200 FESTIVAL shell or
even the smaller 600s Grillmaster shell to suit your specific needs.
This can include conversion packs that allow you to change your unit from event to
event, or permanently fit out with all the facilities needed for a full mobile kitchen or
coffee shop!

With our new Prep ‘n’ Store conversion kit, you can now convert your 1200 FESTIVAL
into a 600 BPH grill and a full 4 station food preparation and cold storage work area
delivering huge capability and flexibility for your outdoor catering within one unit.
This kit takes no more than 15 minutes to convert and you can convert one or even
both grilling bays as your needs dictate from one event to another.

Removable stainless steel worktops

Removable stainless steel main work top Lower storage area which can hold 2x 70l Plenty of room for additional storage
and upper work top
cold storage boxes accessible by quick
including hand wash, paper towels tools
raising mechanism of the worktop
and utensils

Removable tool & utensil storage box

Sliding stainless steel worktops with
removable or fixed appliances

...CONVERTING COULDN’T BE EASIER!
We start with the correct shell and design your own personalised fit out.
This can include, lighting, power, gas, H&C water, sink, ambient and cold
storage, refrigeration and built in water tank.
Access to large storage or ‘engine room’
Remove ash box

Remove quick release
fire box pins

Slide out fire box

Insert removable
floor parts

Fix down floor with 4
tie down hooks

Set in 2 main stainless Set in top work top
steel removable
worktops

From a BBQ/Grill to a mobile kitchen to a Coffee
trailer, we’ve got it covered...
At Trailblazer, not only can you enjoy the benefit of our whole modular system to
suit you, you also get huge capacity and productivity with a very strong and uniquely
eye catching unit. It will be built to the highest standards and finish, and will attract
new business and allow you to do events and bookings that you weren’t able to do
before. You will enjoy higher profitability for your outdoor catering business.

Start with a 1200 or 600 shell

Full 1200 FESTIVAL unit

1200 Festival with conversion unit

All our trailers are fully certified with a European whole
vehicle type approval.
All external panels are fully galvinised and powder coated
and all internal panels and surfaces are Stainless Steel.
Satisfying your needs is our desire!
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